Instructions for Submissions
1. Economía publishes scientific articles in any of the fields of Economics, Business Administration,
Statistics, Economic History, Economic Thought, Methodology of Economics, Political Science or
Accounting. Economía can also accept papers from the science of Mathematics as long as these
are Mathematics applied to Economics or any of the fields mentioned above.
2. Authors are the only ones liable for their articles or work and, therefore, the Editorial Board, the
College of Business and Social Sciences or Universidad de Los Andes are exempt of any responsibility, liability, or are to take credit for the ideas, topics or opinions expressed by authors in their
articles.
3. Articles must be sent in electronic format such as a Microsoft Word document with the extension
.doc or .docx, or any other electronic format from a word processor without password protection,
in letter size paper, Palatino Linotype character of size 12, one (1) inch margin on each side, with
a minimum extension of 20 pages but not more than 30 pages, single spaced, and numbered
pages. Graphs, illustrations, maps, pictures, among others that should be included in the document, must be attached in separated electronic files on the original format they were created in
order to facilitate editing and printing.
4. The front page of the article must contain: title of the article in both English and Spanish, a summary of the article in no more than one hundred twenty (120) words, a maximum of four (4) key
words in, and the corresponding JEL classification code from the Journal of Economic Literature
(JEL, http://www.aeaweb.org/journal/jel_class_system.html). All these should be written in both
languages. For the summary in Spanish, the Editorial Board suggests it should be translated into
Spanish by a professional or by a person with enough experience in the writing of documents in
this language. Also, translations performed by word processors or over some webpages should
be avoided. At the bottom of the front page (in no more than three (3) lines and in character size
10) there should appear: Author(s’) Name(s), academic institution or professional organization of
affiliation, address, phone and fax numbers (country code+city code+phone number) and e-mail
address.
5. The article must present in a clear manner the main objectives and the main conclusions derived
from the research process. The Editorial Board suggests the article should contain: an introduction, a section with the literature review, definition of the problem, or a discussion of the methodology, another section containing a discussion of the theoretical or empirical findings, a section
with conclusions and, finally, the list of references cited throughout the paper. In order to ease the
preparation of the paper for submission, authors should make use of the following suggestions:
• Citing within the text: Autor(s’) last name(s) and the year of publication in parenthesis as
follows: Colmenares (1990); Mora y Acevedo (2008).   If more than two articles for one year
from the same autor: Colmenares (1990b). More than three (3) authors: Mora et al. (2010);
please take into account that in References, you should write down the names of all authors
(i.e. expand the et al.). In the case of the same author with several papers within a “reference
parenthesis,” separate the years for each reference with a comma and avoid double parenthesis;
for example: Mora (2006, 2008); Conesa et al. (2007, 2009). Finally, in the case of several authors
or several references within the same “reference parenthesis” separate each by a semicolon
and avoid double parenthesis. Examples (in English and Spanish, respectively): (see e.g. Erosa
and Gervais, 2002; Garriga, 2003 or Mathieu-Bolh, 2006) (ver i. e. Erosa y Gervais, 2002; Garriga,
2003 o Mathieu-Bolh, 2006).
• Footnotes: place them at the bottom of the page where they appear
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• Quotations: if less than two lines, these should be included in the text within quotation marks.
Otherwise, it should be written in a separate paragraph at 5 spaces to the right with respect
to the left margin and within quotation marks. It should also contain the reference as follows:
Colmenares (1990, p.15); Mora y Acevedo (2008, pp. 22-23).  
• References: follow the alphabetical order, taking into account parenthesis and italics, as
follows:
Books, chapters in books, and thesis
Books [within brackets: optional information]:
Diamond, Jared (1997). Guns, germs and steel: The fates of human societies. New York and
London: W. W. Norton & Company, 480 pp. [optional: “480 pp.”].
Friedman, Thomas L. (2006). La tierra es plana: Breve historia del mundo globalizado del
siglo XXI. Traducción de Inés Belaustegui. Madrid: Ediciones Martínez Roca, 495 pp.
[Edición original en inglés, 2005].
Friedman, Thomas L. (2005). The World is flat: A brief history of the twenty-first century. New
York: Ferrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005, 488 pp.
Green, William (2008). Econometric analysis. Sixth Edition. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson
Prentice Hall, 1178 pp. [optional: “1178 pp.”] [First Edition, 1990].
Popper, Karl (1985). Realismo y el objetivo de la ciencia: Post Scriptum a la Lógica de la
Investigación Científica. Vol. 1. Edición preparada por W. W. Bartley III. Traducción
de Marta Sansigre Vidal. Madrid: Editorial Tecnos, 1985, 462 pp. [optional: “462
pp.”] [Edición original, 1956].
Weber, Max (1964). The theory of social and economic organization. Translated by A. M.
Henderson and Talcott Parsons. Edited with an “Introduction” by Talcott Parsons.
New York: The Free Press, 450 pp. [optional: “450 pp.”] [Originally published 1947.]
Williamson, Oliver E. (2000). Las instituciones económicas del capitalismo. Traducción
de Eduardo L. Suárez. Primera reimpresión. México, D. F.: Fondo de Cultura
Económica, 435 pp. [optional: “435 pp.”]. [Primera edición en inglés, 1985; primera
edición en español, 1989].
Williamson, Oliver E. (1985). The economic institutions of capitalism: Firms, markets,
relational contracting. London and New York: The Free Press, 450 pp. [optional:
“450 pp.”].
Examples of chapter in edited books. Always cite both: [1] the chapter and its author(s) and
[2] the book in which it appears [within brackets: optional information]:
Hart, Oliver D. (1993). “Incomplete contracts and the theory of firm,” pp. 138-158, in
Williamson and Winter (eds.) (1993).
Pettit, Philip (1995). “El consecuencialismo,” pp. 323-336, en: Singer (ed.) (1995).
Singer, Peter (ed.) (1995). Compendio de ética. Versión española de Jorge Vigil Rubio
y Margarita Vigil (caps. 26, 27, 28 y 29). Madrid: Alianza Editorial S. A., 756 pp.
[optional: “756 pp.”]. [Edición original en inglés, 1991].   
Williamson, Oliver E. and Sidney G. Winter (eds.) (1993). The Nature of firm: Origins,
evolution, and development. New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 244 pp.
[opcional: “244 pp.”].
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Examples of dissertations:
Ibáñez Muñoz, Josep (2002). Poder y autoridad en las relaciones internacionales: El control
del comercio electrónico en internet. Tesis doctoral. Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu
Fabra, 2002, 749 pp.
Journal article: Last Names(s), Names(s). (Year). “Title of the article in quotation marks.” Name
of the Journal (italics), volume or year (no need to mention the words “volume” or “year”), issue
number (no need to mention the words “issue number”), and pages from the issue where the
article is published. Examples:
Bunge, Mario (1996). “Cereijido sobre investigación y hacer ciencia.” Interciencia, 21, 4
(julio-agosto, 1996), pp. 187-188.
Langlois, Richard N., and Giampaolo Garzarelli (2008). “Of hackers and hairdressers:
Modularity and the organizational economics of open-source collaboration.”
Industry and Innovation, 15, 2 (April, 2008), pp. 125-143.
All authors’ names should be included and the use of “and others” or et al. should be avoided.
In the case of newspapers or periodicals, the exact day of publication and the edition number
should be included, respectively.
• Electronic sources: Last Names(s), Names(s). (Year). Title. Date webpage was visited. Available
(on line):  electronic address.  
• Equations: should be created with an equation editor (avoid sending them as images), should
be successively numbered and aligned at one (1) inch to the left of the right margin of the text.
6. Once these requirements are satisfied, the article will be sent to, at least, three (3) anonymous
referees in the area of specialization for assessment. These referees will reject or accept the article
for publication. The relationship between authors and referees is anonymous.
7. Once the Editorial Board obtains the referees’ evaluations, it will send the author(s) the complete
package of comments from the referees so they can carry on with the corrections and send the
revised paper back to Economía if the paper is accepted for publication.
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